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Abstract
Since the mental states of the speaker modulate speech, stress
introduced by cognitive or physical loads could be detected
in the voice. The existing voice stress detection benchmark
has shown that the audio embeddings extracted from the Hy-
brid BYOL-S self-supervised model perform well. However,
the benchmark only evaluates performance separately on each
dataset, but does not evaluate performance across the differ-
ent types of stress and different languages. Moreover, previ-
ous studies found strong individual differences in stress sus-
ceptibility. This paper presents the design and development of
voice stress detection, trained on more than 100 speakers from
9 language groups and five different types of stress. We ad-
dress individual variabilities in voice stress analysis by adding
speaker embeddings to the hybrid BYOL-S features. The pro-
posed method significantly improves voice stress detection per-
formance with an input audio length of only 3–5 seconds.
Index Terms: speech recognition, human-computer interac-
tion, computational paralinguistics

1. Introduction
Recent developments in neural network-based models of speech
have spearheaded progress in a variety of discriminative par-
alinguistic tasks, e.g., speaker count identification [1], verifica-
tion [2], pitch estimation [3] and emotion recognition [4]. Be-
yond these tasks, robust representations of speech have garnered
interest for their potential applications in healthcare, including
speech enhancement of hearing aids [5, 6], speech pathology,
and stress assessment [7–9].

Regarding stress assessment, a substantial body of litera-
ture has been dedicated to voice stress analysis. The catego-
rized stressor types notably include cognitive load (i.e., task-
induced mental effort) [7, 10–14], physical load (task-induced
physical effort) [7, 11, 12], emotional load and alcohol/sleep-
deprivation/hypoxia [14]. Nevertheless, inter-individual vari-
ability remains a common obstacle to producing robust and per-
sonalized evaluations [15]. There has been remarkably little
scientific research to explore the voice as a potential stress indi-
cator, caused by the high diversity of the different types of stress
and previously mentioned significant individual differences in
stress susceptibility [16].

In addition, several of the proposed models process medium
to large utterances (10-30 s [7, 12, 17]) while real-time evalua-
tion is a desired feature for medical or commercial usage. Fur-
thermore, in a recent benchmark evaluation [7], each of the five
datasets is evaluated by a separate classifier. However, differ-
ent datasets contain different languages and different types of
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cognitive or physical loads. As a result, the classifiers in the
benchmark evaluations could be biased toward a specific dataset
and thus not suitable for practical usage. It has been shown that
cross-corpus testing performances deteriorate in many speech-
related tasks such as speech emotion recognition [18, 19].

This paper also addresses individual variabilities in voice
stress analysis. Recent work showed a significant relationship
exists between a listener’s perceived task load and their per-
sonality and frustration intolerance, which were measured for
each individual through questionnaires [20]. Indeed, the effect
of a stimulus on an individual’s perception can be highly de-
pendent on individuality factors such as their personality traits
and current emotional states [21]. For instance, an easily frus-
trated listener will perceive tasks as more demanding than one
with a higher tolerance for frustration. Consequently, extracting
information about a speaker’s individuality can enable a more
accurate prediction of their perceived cognitive load. We, there-
fore, hypothesize that extracting speaker identity embeddings,
which act as a proxy for individuality factors, can improve the
prediction of a speaker’s perceived cognitive load. If our hy-
pothesis were correct, it would pave the way for more general
personalized paralinguistic speech processing.

The goal of this paper is twofold:

1. Building a system that performs well with combined voice
stress analysis datasets (using cross-dataset settings as con-
firmation of better generalization) and works well with short,
3–5 seconds long, input audio clips (some recordings used
in [7] are more than five minutes long!).

2. Evaluating the usage of speaker embeddings for addressing
individual variabilities in voice stress analysis.

More specifically, in this paper, we re-evaluate the per-
formance of Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT [22] as a general-purpose
speech representation for personalized cognitive and physical
load detection using the existing cognitive and physical load
datasets. While [7] showed reasonable performance after train-
ing on each dataset individually, cross-training across combined
datasets markedly deteriorated prediction performance. Further
performance decrease is found by limiting the input length of
recordings. To address the individual variabilities, we con-
catenate the pre-trained audio representation [22] with well-
established speaker embeddings such as Resemblyzer [2] and
ECAPA [23] and evaluated them on the 3-5-s long cross-dataset
voices stress data. We conclude that personalized audio repre-
sentation significantly improves voice stress detection.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the
proposed method of personalized model for voice stress anal-
ysis. Section 3 describes the experimental setup and discusses
the obtained results. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and
suggests future work.
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2. Methods
2.1. Related work

The hybrid BYOL-S/CvT [22], a self-supervised model pre-
trained to extract features from speech audio input, was found
as a state-of-the-art feature extractor for cognitive and physical
task load detection [7]. The model is an extension of the BYOL-
A model [24]. During pre-training, the model has two branches
of neural networks, each receiving a different augmented ver-
sion of the input log-mel spectrogram. The model aims to mini-
mize the self-supervised loss: mean-squared error loss between
the outputs of the two branches. In this way, the neural net-
works could capture the meaningful representations underlying
the two differently augmented inputs. Both networks have an
encoder and a projection module that share the same architec-
tures across the networks, while one branch has an additional
predictor to avoid collapsed representations.

In contrast to BYOL-A which is trained on AudioSet [25],
BYOL-S is solely trained on the subset containing speech data.
Besides, BYOL-S/CvT changed the convolutional neural net-
work encoder in BYOL-S to a shallow convolutional vision
transformer (CvT) [26]. The hybrid BYOL-S/CvT model adds a
supervision loss that computes the difference between the pre-
dictor output and the openSMILE ComParE feature set [27],
which comprises 6373 hand-engineered, DSP-based, audio fea-
tures.

After pre-training, the CvT encoder of the hybrid BYOL-
S/CvT model can be used to extract the embedding features
from audio data. A log-mel spectrogram is first computed
for each audio sample using a 25 ms window size and a 10
ms hop size. Subsequently, the encoder outputs one 2048-
dimensional embedding per 160-ms frame. The utterance-level
embeddings can be computed by adding a ’mean+max’ tempo-
ral pooling. The embedding features extracted by the hybrid
BYOL-S/CvT model have shown good performance on HEAR
benchmark [28], which uses the extracted features in various
downstream tasks, including speech, music, and environment-
related tasks.

2.2. Utterance-level and framewise audio embeddings

Traditional methods for speech feature extraction mostly ob-
tain a single feature vector for a given utterance [7, 27]. Such
utterance-level embeddings condensed the temporal informa-
tion stored in sequential data like speech. In contrast, framewise
embeddings are obtained by using a model to extract a sequence
of embeddings from sequential data. Such embeddings preserve
the temporal information stored in the input data. Meanwhile,
advancements in deep neural networks have proposed models
like Transformers [29] that are capable of capturing temporal
information in framewise embeddings. Framewise embeddings
have been shown to outperform utterance-level embeddings in
speech quality assessment tasks [30].

In this work, we extracted both types of embeddings
and evaluated their performance in voice stress detection
tasks. The utterance-level embeddings were extracted by us-
ing “mean+max” pooling on the Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT model
output (Section 2.1), and the framewise embeddings were ex-
tracted by removing that ’mean+max’ pooling layer.

2.3. Combined audio and speaker embeddings

We propose to use speaker embeddings as a proxy for the in-
dividuality factors like personality and frustration intolerance,
which are important for cognitive load perception [20]. In this

Figure 1: Left: Full-length audio embedding extraction. Right:
Chunked audio embedding extraction.

Figure 2: Concatenation of speaker embeddings and model
embeddings. Left: Utterance-level embedding concatenation;
Right: Framewise embedding concatenation.

work, we considered two speaker encoders to extract speaker
embeddings: Resemblyzer [2] and ECAPA [23]. Both encoders
generate a speaker embedding vector for each speech utterance.
Resemblyzer embeddings have 256 features, and ECAPA em-
beddings have 196 features.

Fig. 1 shows full-length and chunked audio speaker embed-
ding computation. When using full-length data, the speaker em-
beddings and the audio embeddings were concatenated. When
using chunked (3-5 seconds long) data, the audio embeddings
were computed using only the chunked audio clips. Each chunk
has the same target label as its original recording. The audio
embeddings of the chunked audio clip and the speaker em-
beddings of the full-length utterance were then concatenated
and used for training downstream classifiers. We did not com-
pute separate speaker embeddings using each chunked clip be-
cause the whole utterance better represents the speaker’s iden-
tity. Clips chunked from the same utterance share the same
speaker embeddings.

Fig. 2, left, shows the concatenation of the speaker and au-
dio utterance-level embeddings. After concatenation, we used
either Support Vector Machine (SVM) or Multi-Layer Percep-
trons (MLP) for binary classification. Fig. 2, right, shows the
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Table 1: Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) on the test set. Score: mean ± 95% bootstrapped confidence interval (CI)

full length 5-s chunk 5-s chunk 3-s chunk 3-s chunk
utterance-level utterance-level framewise utterance-level framewise

Only audio embeddings:
Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT 74.99 ± 2.88 70.43 ± 1.27 70.66 ± 1.22 67.00 ± 1.10 67.65 ± 1.06
Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT (α = 2) 77.07 ± 2.82 70.20 ± 1.27 68.54 ± 1.30 70.18 ± 1.04 70.73 ± 1.06

Only speaker embeddings:
ECAPA 63.16 ± 3.24 75.73 ± 1.26 -∗ 75.49 ± 1.04 -
Resemblyzer 66.45 ± 3.31 70.57 ± 1.32 - 69.94 ± 1.01 -
ECAPA + Resemblyzer1 62.41 ± 3.12 74.23 ± 1.28 - 74.55 ± 0.98 -

Concatenate ECAPA:
Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT 72.93 ± 2.95 80.21 ± 1.16 79.32 ± 1.10 80.62 ± 0.96 79.59 ± 0.86
Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT (α = 2) 76.20 ± 2.74 79.24 ± 1.10 78.25 ± 1.12 79.38 ± 0.94 80.89 ± 0.90
Concatenate Resemblyzer:
Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT 76.55 ± 2.89 72.08 ± 1.26 68.52 ± 1.34 71.67 ± 0.98 70.32 ± 0.96
Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT (α = 2) 75.87 ± 2.86 74.50 ± 1.27 71.26 ± 1.32 74.68 ± 1.02 72.83 ± 1.02
*The speaker embeddings are utterance-level embeddings, so there is no framewise performance for speaker embedding only.
1The two speaker embeddings are concatenated

concatenation of the speaker and audio framewise embeddings.
The dimension of audio framewise embeddings is T × 2048,
where T is the total audio length divided by 160ms. We con-
catenated the same utterance-level speaker embedding at each
timestamp. As a result, the framewise embeddings had the
shape T × (2048+L) where L is the length of speaker embed-
ding. After concatenation, we used a lightweight Transformer
followed by an attention-pooling layer and a linear projection
layer for binary classification.

3. Experimental setup and results
3.1. Data

We used the existing cognitive and physical load dataset cor-
pus as presented in [7]. The corpus consists of five datasets,
with a total number of 111 speakers, nine languages, and an
overall duration of 12 hours. For each data sample, the task is
to predict whether the recorded speech was produced while the
speaker was simultaneously performing a cognitive or physical
load-inducing task or not.

In each one of the five datasets, the audio samples were split
based on speaker identities into 60% for training, 15% for val-
idation, and 25 % for testing. As a result, the testing data only
consisted of speakers never seen by the model during training.

3.2. Baseline systems

To be consistent with the benchmark, we first used the hybrid
BYOL-S/CvT model to extract the audio embeddings. In our
experiments, we picked two best-performing models from the
benchmark paper: the hybrid BYOL-S/CvT model and a varia-
tion of the hybrid BYOL-S/CvT model in which the weight of
supervision loss to self-supervised loss (α = αsup : αs1 = 2)
is 2:1.

The utterance-level embeddings were extracted by the hy-
brid BYOL-S/CvT models with the ’mean+max’ pooling layer
to compress the temporal dimension of the model output. Then,
we used an SVM as the downstream classifier and trained an
SVM on each dataset separately. During training, we searched
the optimal penalty weight from 10−5 to 105, and we used
the 5-fold cross-validated recall score to determine the opti-

Table 2: Test UAR after combining datasets. Score: mean ±
95% bootstrapped CI

Average∗ Combined

Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT 80.36 73.68 ± 3.101

Hybrid BYOL-S/CvT (α = 2) 82.43 73.72 ± 2.93
*CI not provided because it is an average performance on

different datasets

mal weight. Table 2 (“average” column) shows the reproduced
results of [7] as an average of the unweighted average recall
(UAR) of the five datasets.

We also see that the UAR performance significantly
dropped (“combined” column) after we combined the five
datasets. We used the same SVM model and hyperparameter
search methods.

3.3. Neural network downstream classifier

To improve performance, we changed the SVM classifier to a
shallow MLP, with one hidden layer of 512 neurons. During
the training, the classification accuracy of the validation dataset
is used for early stopping, with 30 epochs of patience. We also
used the validation performance to search the optimal learning
rate from 3.2× 10−3, 10−3, 3.2× 10−4, 10−4, 3.2× 10−5.

As shown in Table 1 (column “full length” and rows “only
audio embedding”), MLP-based classification improved perfor-
mance on the combined dataset.

3.4. Decreasing input audio length

To train a model capable of making predictions based on shorter
audio inputs, we first chunked all audio data to five seconds.
Then, we used the hybrid BYOL-S/CvT models to extract the
utterance-level embeddings on these shorter inputs and searched
for the best downstream classifier among the SVM and MLP.
The training process for SVM and MLP was the same as be-
fore chunking. The performance decreased significantly after
chunking the data (Table 1, 5-s chunk utterance-level column
and only audio embedding rows).
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3.5. Utterance-level speaker embeddings

3.5.1. Combined with audio embeddings from 5-s chunked data

Our next step was to address individual variabilities in voice
stress analysis by using speaker embeddings. We chose two
speaker embeddings encoders: ECAPA [23] (implemented
by speechbrain [31]) and Resemblyzer [2] (implemented by
resemble-ai1). After concatenation of ECAPA speaker embed-
dings and utterance-level audio embeddings, performance in-
creases significantly, with ECAPA and hybrid BYOL-S/CvT
embeddings reaching a test UAR of 80.21% (Table 1, 5-s chunk
utterance-level column and concatenate ECAPA rows). Inter-
estingly, we found Resemblyzer embeddings give much less
improvement on the performance than ECAPA does (Table 1,
5-s chunk utterance-level column and concatenate Resemblyzer
rows).

Besides, we tried to add speaker embeddings to the audio
embeddings of the original full-length dataset. The speaker em-
beddings, however, do not always help improve the model per-
formance (Table 1, full-length utterance-level column).

3.5.2. Speaker embeddings only

To investigate the differences between the two speaker en-
coders, we evaluated the performance using only speaker em-
beddings. For each chunked data, the speaker embeddings were
still computed from the whole utterance before chunking. We
found ECAPA has a better performance than Resemblyzer (Ta-
ble 1, “only speaker embeddings” rows). This matches the
performance gap between concatenating ECAPA embeddings
and concatenating Resemblyzer embeddings. Interestingly, for
chunked data, we found that ECAPA embeddings themselves
even outperformed the embeddings from the two hybrid BYOL-
S models. We speculated that the speaker embedding models
themselves contained not only information on speaker identi-
ties, but also some paralinguistic features that help the down-
stream model to detect the cognitive or physical loads. The ad-
ditional paralinguistic information stored in the ECAPA embed-
dings helped to improve the classification performance. We also
observed significant improvement when using speaker embed-
dings only on 5-s chunks instead of full-length utterance-level
data. We believe it was due to having more balanced chunked
data – in the full-length version, for example, several minutes
long audio had a single label, whereas with chunked data the
label distribution became more balanced.

Furthermore, we examined whether the improvement
brought by ECAPA concatenation is simply due to the addi-
tional paralinguistics information in the ECAPA embeddings.
Thus, we evaluated the concatenation of ECAPA and Resem-
blyzer embeddings. The obtained performance does not exceed
the better performance of ECAPA-only on chunked data (Ta-
ble 1, only speaker embedding rows). In this case, adding addi-
tional information does not lead to performance incease. Con-
sequently, we argue that the speaker identity and paralinguistics
information encoded by ECAPA really complements the audio
features extracted by the hybrid BYOL-S/CvT in voice stress
detection tasks.

3.5.3. Combined with audio embeddings from 3-s chunked data

Finally, we examined the sensitivity of the different models to
shorter chunk sizes (3 instead of 5 s). Regarding utterance-level
embeddings, performance of hybrid BYOL-S/CvT (α = 2)

1https://github.com/resemble-ai/Resemblyzer

showed little variation, while the hybrid BYOL-S/CvT showed
worse performance on shorter audio chunks. After concate-
nating the 3-s chunked utterance-level embeddings with the
speaker embeddings, both models showed a performance sim-
ilar to 5-s chunking length. Concatenation of speaker embed-
dings helped the models to be more robust to different chunking
lengths.

3.6. Framewise audio embeddings

We have reported so far only the results for the utterance-level
embeddings, whereas framewise embeddings have also been
used to improve the performance of many speech-related tasks
like speech quality assessment [30]. With chunked data, we
were able to get framewise embeddings with shorter and less
varied temporal lengths. Therefore, we also extracted frame-
wise embeddings and trained a two-layer, 64-dimensional,
Transformer-based classifier on the embeddings to detect the
voice stress.

We also used validation accuracy with 30 epochs of pa-
tience for early stopping. The optimal learning rate was again
searched from 3.2×10−3, 10−3, 3.2×10−4, 10−4, 3.2×10−5.

On 5-s chunked data, using framewise embeddings did not
improve the recall performance, regardless of speaker embed-
ding concatenation (Table 1, 5-s chunk utterance-level columns
and concatenate ECAPA or Resemblyzer rows). When we
chunked the data to 3 s, the performance improves slightly for
the hybrid BYOL-S/CvT (α = 2) model, but not for the hy-
brid BYOL-S/CvT model. The effect of using framewise em-
beddings is thus model-dependent. We obtained the best per-
formance by concatenating the hybrid BYOL-S/CvT (α = 2)
model embeddings and ECAPA embeddings. However, the
slight improvement was not significant when compared with the
best utterance-level embeddings. Overall, we found framewise
embedding as being not helpful in voice stress detection tasks.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we have constructed a pipeline to use the embed-
dings of a pre-trained audio feature extraction model in a cross-
dataset, lower latency voice stress detection system. We re-
evaluated the state-of-the-art pre-trained model from the previ-
ous benchmark paper [7] and found a worse performance in the
new pipeline. We improved the cross-dataset performance by
replacing the downstream SVM classifier with a shallow MLP
or Transformer. We also confirmed that individual variabili-
ties in voice stress analysis can be achieved by concatenating
ECAPA speaker embeddings, which significantly improved the
performance after we chunked the data into shorter segments.

In our future work, we aim to include other types of stres-
sors, such as emotional load, to train a more general voice stress
analysis model. Besides, we wish to apply the speaker embed-
dings in other speech-related downstream tasks, including emo-
tion recognition and quality assessments, to examine the role
of individuality factors in these tasks. Finally, it is also worthy
of investigating the relationship between speaker identity and
paralinguistic features to help explain the good performance of
speaker embeddings on this voice stress detection task.
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